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Overview- Why I’m interested in this topic

-Usual debate between pacifists and non-pacifists (i.e. “hawks” and “doves”) surrounding the early
Christian literature centers on military service, the extent to which the church endorsed, tolerated, or
rejected it.

-Mountains of books and articles on each side of the topic- give examples

-After my reading of the literature, I think this debate has missed the forest for the trees. Military service
per se is not the immediate, primary issue. For most of the early Christian writers, it is only a subsidiary
issue, derivative of the main one- which was the permissibility (or not) of killing a human being
according to the moral demands of the gospel, and the resulting institutionalization of these discerned
moral demands in the rigorous catechesis and moral discipline in the ancient church

-So I set out to answer the question for myself, by reading (in translation, for the most part) all of the
surviving orthodox Christian literature from before the beginning of the Constantinian shift marked by the
Edict of Milan in 311, after which killing in the service of the Christian empire was entirely permissible,
provided that killing met certain criteria.

-Before showing you some examples, here is the overall conclusion I reached after reading the primary
sources for myself- Without exception, the teaching of the pre-Constantinian Church was explicitly and
categorically opposed to killing human beings in any form. Neither homicide, nor feticide, nor infanticide,
nor suicide, nor capital punishment, nor killing in war were ever considered acceptable to a church
fiercely committed to following the teaching and moral example of her incarnate Lord. In all my research,
I did not discover a single example of an extant pre-Constantinian letter, treatise, apology, sermon, or
anything else in which killing of a human person by a Christian is ever endorsed, justified, or even
tolerated.

-I’m aware that when doing historical research, it is very, very rarely ever wise to speak in terms of such
absolutes, because there are nearly always exceptions to every rule. Intellectual humility demands that we
be very cautious about making such sweeping claims, especially claims that are so open to charges of
ideological bias. So with this in mind, I was really astonished to discover the church’s unanimity on the
subject of killing. In each case over the course of my findings, this general trend held up.

-Now we have very little access to the average daily life of the ancient Christian, and we obviously can’t
poll them for their attitudes, but in terms of official church teaching, both represented by individual
writers like Irenaeus, Justin, Origen, and Tertullian, as well as in church orders like the Apostolic
Tradition, no extant orthodox Christian writing that can be definitively dated before 311 approves of
Christian participation in human bloodshed under any circumstances.

-Some writers, like Origen in Against Celsus, and the writer of the “Dialogue on the True Faith in God”
entertain some discussion about just war theory (which originally dates to the writings of Cicero and



Plato) being morally legitimate for those who do not have the Christian revelation, but even these writers
are adamant that it is not morally legitimate for Christians, whose calling lies in service to God’s
kingdom.

-The fundamental conviction that seemed to lie at the heart of their thought on the matter is that human
life is not ours to take. It belongs to God alone who gave it, and only God may take it. To kill a person
without explicit sanction from the Lord is to usurp the divine prerogative, thereby committing idolatry.

-Now I’d like to show you some examples of how these convictions played out in the writing and
teaching of the ancient Christians.

-Abortion/Infanticide

-Killing in War

 The reason soldiering was morally questionable in the writings of the early church did not have to
do with the occupation per se, but with the activities involved in that occupation.



-Categorical Statements against Killing

-Realized Eschatology- the early church as the fulfillment of Isaiah 2:1-5

-Martyrdom- “We shed no blood but our own”

-Of course, description of ancient practices and convictions does not equal prescription for contemporary
practices and convictions, so the hermeneutical, applicative question is left open… what relevance (if
any) does this historical data have for us today, sitting on the other side of the Constantinian shift as we
do?


